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FOREWORD
Between 2 and 6 of March 2017 Urban INC and
Kaleidoscope jointly hosted a workshop using
design thinking methods for problem solving in the
emerging northern business districts of Bucharest.
The workshop took place in the framework of the
Urban Insights – Building partnership for usercentred design project, funded through the
EEA Grants in Romania. This was the first
time that Urban INC and Kaleidoscope worked
together and we were very pleased with having the
opportunity to co-curate such a process together
and learn from each other.
The purpose of the workshop was twofold: we
aimed to experiment with design thinking methods
to unpack complex problems and to test how we
can use complementary know how to come up
with solutions to neighbourhood problems. Our
enthusiasm came from the mutual curiosity and
of understanding each other’s process and ways of
working.
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Our approach was rooted in our principles:

1
2
3

The idea that top down projects must be
doubled by bottom-up initiatives. This is
particularly true for the Pipera- Dimitrie
Pompeiu area where a great number of the
productive labor force of Bucharest works.
		
Our confidence that every process
benefits from a step by step approach
which allows better grounding of
principles, but also tapping into local
knowledge and ideas.
Our encouragement of small scale,
low-cost prototypes which allow for
testing and improving.

7

process
Framing findings from the first day,
clustering them, understanding meaning
and better defining insights.

ideation

On the first workshop day, 3 March, we
undertook a site visit including observation,
photography and interviews with local
companies and workers.

interpretation

user insights + excursion

preparation
8

In January - February we held informal
interviews with workers in the area to map
problems and better understand user needs
and prepare a problem brief to be used
during the workshop.

Engaging a range of partners and
collectives in an ideation process for
possible solutions.

follow-up
Better understanding of the results and reflecting
upon our shared experience. For this we wrote
articles, drew out a workbook containing mappings,
visualisation of potential developments and forming
of strategy.
We aim for this workbook to be a summary not
only of the concrete results of our workshop, but
a guideline of our process and they way in which
it could be replicated, potentially for other topics
or other areas as well. We also aim for it to be a
roadmap to understanding the specific problems of
Pipera as an area, as well as the potential options of
policy and intervention at different scales.
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pipera
Dimitrie
Pompeiu
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Emerging business districts
Our workshop and research were focused on the
emerging business district areas in the north of
Bucharest which include the Floreasca - Barbu
Văcărescu areas (located in the proximity of Aurel
Vlaicu subway station), Pipera South or Dimitrie
Pompeiu (in between Barbu Văcărescu, Dimitrie
Pompeiu, Pericani Street and Fabrica de Glucoză)
and Pipera North (outside of the Bucharest city
boundary, in Voluntari).
Altogether, these three areas house some of the
largest business employers in Bucharest and much
of its labour force. To the Dimitrie Pompeiu and
Floreasca - Barbu Văcărescu areas alone some
88,000 people commute daily. Overall, in 2016,
Bucharest’s office areas were accommodating more
than 200,000 people, with a dramatic increase in
demand for space: an all time record of 364,000 sq
m, a 46% growth compared to 2015.

12

in the north of bucharest

According to JLL Romania, Bucharest office
buildings are occupied up to 30% by IT sector
companies, 20% by companies engaged in Business
Process Outsourcing (BPO) and Shared Service
Center (SSC), 15% by professional services
and 15% by financial services. BPO and SSC
companies cover a wide range of activities including
accounting, human resources, legal and procurement
services. The business areas in North also include
headquarters of a wide range of automotive
companies.
In spite of accelerated private investment in these
areas, aiming to match the demand for office space,
public investment in infrastructure and utilities
has been slow to pick up. An estimated timeframe
for the planned major infrastructure investments
(subway extension, rehabilitation of tram tracks,
development of bicycle lanes) has a medium or long
term outlook, ranging from 2023 to 2030. As a
result, companies and employees face the challenges
stemming from the gap between public and private
investment and lack of an integrated planning model:
reduced accessibility and mobility, increased travel
time to/from work which in turn affects productivity,
low quality routes for pedestrians, reduced public
transport alternatives, limited parking space.

+
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Cubic Center
balta verde
Vodafone Technologies
Pipera Plaza
Swan Office Park
Global City
Porsche Bucharest North
RATB depot
manastirea cristiana
Iride Business Park
Car permits registry
Connect Business Park
Pipera Business Tower
Global Worth Campus
Technical college
Bucharest One building
Promenada Mall
Sky Tower Building
Floreasca Business Park
the aviation museum
floreasca lake
parcul herastrau outside the map
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Existing services
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The North Business District covers a total area of
around 174,5 ha in between: Sos. Pipera, Bd. Barbu
Vacarescu, Sos. Fabrica de Glucoza, Sos. Petricani.
Existing services include:
- Subway connection via two subway stops: Aurel
Vlaicu and Pipera
- Tramway connection on Barbu Văcărescu and
Dimitrie Pompeiu
- Bus line on Șoseaua Pipera
- Serviced land: water supply, sewage, electricity, gas
- Accessibility: proximity of the future entrance of
the Bucharest – Brasov motorway
- Proximity to Floreasca Lake and to Herăstrău Park
- Well serviced area around Sky Tower and in
the Floreasca - Barbu Văcărescu area: variety of
restaurants and facilities 		
The area characteristics also include:
- Low traffic capacity of the existing streets
- Poor technical solutions to the traffic nodes (Bd.
Barbu Vacarescu – Bd. Dimitrie Pompei, Bd. Barbu
Vacarescu – Sos. Fabrica de Glucoza etc.)
- Lack of continuity of secondary streets within
the area, and of tram connection between Barbu
Vacarescu and Dimitrie Pompeiu streets
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Traffic congestion
In 2017 Bucharest went up from the 10th most
congested city in the world to being the 5th. It also
surpassed Istanbul in being the most congested city in
Europe, according to the Tomtom traffic index which
is based on crowdsourced information from drivers.
1

Tomtom traffic index
https://www.tomtom.com/en_gb/trafficindex/

1
2
3
4
5
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Under normal traffic conditions, city inhabitants
could go from the city centre to the periphery in
any direction, in approximately 20 minutes. This is
because Bucharest is also the eighth densest city in
Europe. Instead, the extra travel time has risen to a
daily 57 minutes due to congestion, adding up to 218
hours a year or 27 full time working days.

City 				Congestion level 		Evening peak
			
Mexico City			66%				101%
Bangkok			61%				118%
Jakarta			58%				95%
Chongqing			52%				94%
Bucharest			50%				98%
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insight
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observations
Day 1 of our workshop in Bucharest was aimed
for better understanding user insights and the
problems perceived locally, by employees as well as
employers.
Apart from conducting interviews with local
stakeholders, we wanted to observe directly the
ways in which people interact with the space, so we
undertook a long walk, observation and photography
to guide us further on.
It was evident from the interviews that social arenas,
green elements and more outdoor activities would
be highly valued. The opportunity to sit on a bench
in the sun, have a place to meet a friend away from
the shopping centre, or have a place to go for a
walk in pleasant surroundings, or just being safe on
the pedestrian sidewalk would give increased wellbeing and higher input throughout their working
day. Understanding these people’s daily needs
and obstacles is the key element in any further
development of the area.
The interviews confirmed the many challenges
the area is confronted with, but also revealed
possibilities and that people’s perception of the
area is not solely negative. Many enjoy the modern

22

architecture and the aesthetic of the lighted
buildings, some do take their bike to work even
though the bike lanes are few and incoherent, and
although mostly located in the shopping centre,
there are many eateries to choose from. But most
importantly, there is an abundance of highly
competent and resourceful people working in the
area! This is the real asset.
Walking through the area we also discovered several
urban qualities, some more hidden than others.
There is a diverse mix of modern glass buildings,
former industrial buildings and wasteland. The new
clean surfaces next to the old and ruff makes an
intriguing combination, and some leftover green
spots have a great potential. Being accessible from
the center by subway, tram and bus pose a major
advantage, and with small improvements and a
change in mindset the area could turn problems into
possibilities.
Bicycle paths and pedestrian networks have an
enormous potential to provide the area with
increased coverage and improve the safety, health
and well-being of those who work there. In addition,
public spaces for social interaction could give the
area a real boost, by integrating work life with social
life and offer more than just being a workplace.
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macro
administratively into two separate counties
and physically by the regional railway.

the river

24
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the division

the pipera and dimitrie pompeiu district is divided

the surrounding river defines the geographical
outer borders of the area
and posesses a significant
recreational potential
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the regional railroad
- divides the district in two
- poor connection to northern part
- no pedestrian crossing
+ add a train stop/station
+ add safe crossings
+ freight train = business

car domination
- car dominated layout
- congestion
- poor safety
+ new technology
+ car pooling/sharing
+ accessibility
26
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public transport
- lack of traffic plan
- increased pressure to area
- northern area not covered
+ long-term plans
+ connections
+ short-term actions

bike + pedestrian lanes
- few & incoherent
- poor condition, unsafe
- lack of social spaces
+ Bulevardul D. Pompeiu
+ unbuilt, open space
+ people want to bike!
28
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public amenities
- few amenities
- lack of entertainment
- not child friendly
+ theatre, museum
+ meetingplaces
+ add new attractors!

eateries
- not present in public space
- most eat in the mall
- inhouse cantinas
+ several stakeholders
+ high demand
+ social connections
30
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green + recreation
- lack of recreational spaces
- few benches
- few meetingplaces
+ pipera subway station
+ unbuilt, open space
+ interesting lights

gym + activity
- few walkways
- lack of playgrounds
- little outdoor activity
+ gym as a meetingplace
+ the river has potential
+ active = healthy
32
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challenges

- congestion

- lack of social spaces

- disconnected bike lanes

- few green areas

- poor sidewalks

- fences & barriers
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+ masterplan

+ public, social spaces

+ coherent bike lanes

+ green corridors

+ inviting, safe sidewalks

+ open & welcoming

social spaces

potentials

river promenade
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USER INSIGHT
On Friday 3 March we held interviews with 7
employees working at 3 different companies, based
in three different locations: Floreasca Business Park,
an automotive company based just outside of the
railway tracks and a company based at North Gate
Business Center. Based on the information provided
in the interviews, our secondary research and our
own observations, we pulled out the main
strengths and challenges of the area.
The interviews we conducted showed there is a
overall a distinction between the perceptions and
aspirations of the employees whose companies are
located closer to the city (namely in proximity of
Aurel Vlaicu subway station) and of those who have
to commute to the offices based in Voluntari, outside
of the administrative border of Bucharest.
The companies located closer in the Floreasca Barbu Văcărescu area are better serviced, better
connected via public transport and overall enjoy the
environment more than their counterparts in the
Pipera North area. The administrative boundaries
between the city of Bucharest and Voluntari
translate into effective barriers when it comes down
to public transport, accessibility and service delivery.
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Because public transport (bus) only goes as far as the
administrative border of Bucharest, which coincides
with the railway tracks connecting Bucharest to
Constanța, most workers are either obliged to drive
to work or they use the subway until the Pipera
subway station and from there on, the shuttle buses
provided by their employers.

I live in Baneasa and
“
it wouldn’t take so long to bike, it is only

3-4 km, but I don’t because of traffic and
lack of bike lanes. Instead, I drive
and try to create my own environment in
the car, I listen to music.”

In Floreasca - Barbu Văcărescu area there is an
overall positive perception of the development
projects and pride of working in an emerging
business district area. In Pipera North, there is an
overall acceptance of the situation which comes
together with the choice of working for one
employer or another, however the main discontent
is related to time spent travelling to work. The
interviewees confirmed that the travel time one way
can take from 1 hour and 15 minutes to
1 hour and 40 minutes at peak times in the
morning.

+
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“

We joke about it in our team,
saying there are three areas:
Bucharest City, Pipera City and Pipera Fields.
Those in Bucharest City are located
close to Aurel Vlaicu subway station and have an urban life.
Those in Pipera City are not in such an urban area
but at least have the Pipera subway station close to them.
But those like myself based in Pipera Fields, we are in the
North and completely disconnected from the city
- no bus, no subway and just
a lot of fields around”.

40
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Real corporate
“
people don’t engage so much. If we were

to organise in a group, I am afraid things
wouldn’t evolve but rather we would just
be collecting a lot of complaints.
There is a very low culture of
taking initiative.”
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t go further
“ Thethanbusesthedon’railway
line.

After the rail line you are in
a different county.
Everything stops there.”

42
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“

Your only option right now is to hang out
at the mall. That’s not enough.
The area is lacking entertainment, parks,
outdoor activities
and restaurants.”
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“

44

On the other side of
“
the building there’s a nice river.

But there’s nothing there.
Wouldn’t it be nice if they made
something pleasant there where
you could go
and enjoy your lunch!”

I like the big buildings and
the lights. It’s nice to look
up. You feel like you’re at
Wall Street.”

+
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- not enough options for cafes or

- few connections BETWEEN

lunch RESTAURANTS

employees OF different COMPANIES

- it takes too long to go out for

- employees doN’t connect with

FACILITIES

collective

each other or talk about these
issues
- no initiative
- AREA WITHOUT CLEAR IDENTITY
- LACK OF MASTER PLAN AS A WHOLE

CHALLENGES

outdoor activities
- no bike lanes or friendly
pedestrian environment
- few inviting public outdoor 		
spaces OR benches for having
lunch or enjoying the weather
- stray dogs

- it IS a place WHERE you ONLY come
FOR work
- not enough green spaceS
(benches, parkS, squareS)

-

ACCESSIBILITY

Outdoor

-

- not enough facilities for 		

lunch somewhere else

- UNRELIABLE duration of COMMUTE
- crowded public transport
- disconnectED between Bucharest
and Voluntari, no bus stops via
oseaua Pipera outside of the 		
borders of Bucharest
- lack of pedestrian routes
- business patches DISCONNECTED from
the surrounding environment

46
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Strengths

+ CBD
+ Wall Street impression
+ MODERN VIBRATION	

+ PROXIMITY to Herăstrău Park
+ PROXIMITY to Teren de fotbal
Aurel Vlaicu

FACILITIES

+ landmarks

+

ACCESSIBILITY

Outdoor

Architecture

+ iconic buildings

+ Proximity to Floreasca Lake

+ Promenada Mall &
the services which are 		

+

+ good connectionS via
subway, bus & tram
(Floreasca-Barbu Văcărescu area)
+ potentially good bike route
if there were safe bike lanes
+ close to airport

connected to it
(restaurants, shopping, gym)
+ Pipera Plaza &
the services which are
connected to it
(restaurants, shopping, gym)

48
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workshop
50
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ideastorming & sorting
As a part of the workshop, we first worked together
with our guests on sorting problems and interpreting
them, as well as brainstorming on different ideas
varied in scale, building on the main challenges and
needs.
We then proceeded to grouping them based on
different typologies, and three different categories
resulted:

1

events, pop-up and social activities

2

public spaces

3

infrastructure

In the first phase, we focused on collecting as many
ideas as possible, after which we proceeded to finding
key threads, similar ideas and connecting dots.

52
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Events pop-up + social
+ Bike to work Friday
+ Walk to Pipera Day
+ Do a walking meeting
+ Biking competition
+ Community projects competition
+ Carpool Tuesday
+ corporate olympics
+ ”adopt a public space”: a competition
among companies for encouraging small
groups to start thinking about and taking
care of existing and potential public spaces

54
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Challenges & competitions

+ Steps tracker challenge (to / from work)

55

+ Create Friends of Pipera & Dimitrie Pompeiu
+ Build community for an area or topic of interest
+ Yearly team building day for all the businesses
+ Stimulate engagement of employees
of the area to contribute there
+ Work with NGOs - communities who want to get
organised to start making the area more friendly
+ CSR campaign of companies in the area,
involving employees in refurbishing public space
+ Make industries interact
+ Innovation Lab shared by businesses
+ Facilitate the connection between corporate
services and the residential areas
+ Use of residual and interstitial space the jolly joker

+ Encourage artistic interventions that signalise
the need for more focus on pedestrians
+ Paint messages on sidewalks - “this could be a
public space”
+ Fast and easy games in the public area in front
of the buildings to raise awareness of the space:
pollution or noise analysis system, interactive
instagram news feed
+ monthly event that brings new identity and life to
the area in the evenings - start with a small
area and gradually create an ecosystem of events
+ Pop-up events, festivals and placemaking in the
small fenced spaces - book fares, living library etc
+ Flash mob organised through Facebook groups or
other social media for: no car day, scooter day,

Guerrilla & tactical urbanism

Community & business interaction
56

+ Facebook group for sharing ideas

write a letter for your fellow driver
57

entertainment
58

+ Coffee shops run by locals
+ Make the space liveable outside of
working hours
+ Organise a view from above tour - in as many
areas and from as many different buildings as
possible with open access to locals

59

public spaces
transformation of the area
+ New identity with light installations,
enlightening the possible new social

		

identity

+ Awareness into the history and

infrastructure
+ Encourage those who work in the area
to explore and know more about their
surroundings
+ increase workers’ sense of belonging
for example with things to take care of or
call their own (a plant, a tree)

60
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trees, maybe together with the people working in
the area

+ Fences out - demolish, give access to grass
+ restrict the use of ugly fences on private 		
property

+ Water park in the center of Pipera
+ A green lung in the middle of Pipera

		

+ + + + +

+ green up the roofs
+ Public spaces with more nature
+ Change benches to encourage more social
interaction, also in privately owned public areas

+ Selection of public squares with
different functions
+ make some relaxing open air seating areas
+ promote informal meeting points
+ create Places that attract also other people
than those working in the area connected to a pedestrian and bike network

62

borders + social interaction

green

+ Revitalize existing green areas and plant more

63

infrastructure
+ make commute comfortable and enjoyable
+ Bus route to Pipera North - connect
Bucharest and Voluntari
+ park and ride stations at entrances to the 		
area, using bike for internal transport
+ Adequately develop public transport in
order to avoid car dependence
+ create bike lanes
+ clearly marked & accessible sidewalks,
protected from cars
+ Repair and clear sidewalks from cars
+ inner walking & excercise routes for the area
+ connect Pipera Station and
Aurel Vlaicu stations clearly

64

Pedestrian, bike + public transport

+ Pedestrian bridge over the train rails

65

+ make A masterplan for the development of the area

+ Riverside promenade

+ Strong regulation for the development

+ sports and activities at the river

+ stop the chaotic development

+ Markers until access to the rivers &

+ regulate for Housing in the central Pipera

small patch of the river

+ Encourage mixed uses
+ strict parking regulation for the area as a whole,
not for each individual lot
+ make a Sun study for the future urban area

66

Masterplanning, development

river

+ create Access to the water

67

building
a
community

ideation
We called this phase ideation, because this is where
we focused on getting in depth with the thoughts we
previously produced. We worked in three different
teams on the three clusters based on the idea
clustering above. Our purpose was to either get in
depth in developing a strategy for each of the three
clusters.

1
2
3

68

building a community

This group’s approach was focused on identifying a “path” for employees who have initiative and would like
to take their ideas further but don’t know how to create a sense of collective action among their peers. The
prerequisite is finding the right initiators and coupling them with “early adopters” or like minded colleagues. The
group’s approach focused on a 4-step action:

1

Idea
>>> Employee with initiative > find the right people, those who have
generator the potential of mobilizing others around them

2

Support
		
		

>>> Reach to the HR and CSR departments > get the corporate 		
support for the idea which is being generated >
is this valued and appreciated?

3

Make it
happen

>>> Pop up event > identify other colleagues with initiatives > 		
organise a one-off event which serves as a starting point

4

Scale
		

>>> Start thinking how to organise future events focused on public
space and lunch breaks

guerilla action + public space

infrastructure

69

guerilla action
and
public space

Infrastructure
and
large scale
This group focused on long term projects need to change the face of the area.
A large scale map was used to pin some of the existing landmarks and transport
routes and to point to some of the key areas for improvement.

The group decided on a three-step strategy pulling on the tactical urbanism ideas which were produced before.
The approach was based on the idea of using guerrilla interventions as a way of triggering a reflection process,
which, coupled with community building, can lead to a long-term strategy and creation of identity for the area.
Their approach was three-step and includes:

1

manifesto >>> Call for the graffiti community > create Concept & make mapping >
		
Get materials > do sequential action to create expectations >
		
Support groups, present ideas & put pressure on municipality

2

Strategy >>> Data, examples & conclusions from testing phase + survey from
		
companies > Open meeting: involve different actors, understand
		
user needs, optimise, ideate and define approach >
		
Parallel process: analytical study Creating the brief

3

70

Identity >>> Competition call > Branding > Regulations >
manual
Implementation > friendlier Pipera >
		
This step envisages working together with the municipality 		
		
and creating a brand identity for the area.

1

Subway
>>> two new subway stops: one on Pipera Boulevard, close to the
extensions
railwayjunction > one in Pipera North, close to roundabout

2

Bus & tram >>> bus from Pipera Boulevard to Pipera north, back via Pericani >
extension 		
connection to tram Dimitrie Pompeiu Boulevard & Barbu Văcărescu

3

Pedestrian >>> Dimitrie Pompeiu to Pipera Plaza and back on Pipera boulevard >
and bike
connect bike routes to Floreasca Lake > bike parking by metro

4
5
6
7

railway

>>> put tracks underground > free the space > create better connection

Mixed uses >>> masterplan encouraging mixed uses on soseaua Pipera
Green space >>> more green areas and parks in Pipera South and Pipera North
Landmarks >>> network of public & accessible viewpoints to appreciate the area
71

strategy

72
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timeline
short-term

gather initiators
>>> call for the

Employee with initiative

long-term

Pop up event
& guerilla action

recurring events

public space

>>> continuity & build up trust

>>> invest in public space

Infrastructure and large scale
projects

>>> event: bike-to-work

>>> overall masterplan
>>> attract visitors,

>>> call for the

>>> guerilla action:

guerilla community

paint a bike lane

>>> developers

Entrepreneurs and start-ups

>>> invest in infrastructure and large scale
>>> Entrepreneurs and start-ups

projects

>>> employees, renters

>>> developers, land owners, city hall, the

>>> create a good reputation
>>> facebook campaign

>>> Community building

Reach to the HR and CSR
departments

transport companies

>>>

>>> employees, renters

>>> change people’s

>>> users, consumers

mindset & behaviour
get the corporate
support
>>>
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Theory of Change for Pipera and Dimitrie Pompeiu
What are
the problems
for Pipera
and Dimitrie
Pompeiu?
>>> Lack of accessibility and
connectivity to and in the
area
>>> Low quality of
environment
Few social arenas/spaces
>>> Low traffic safety of
environment
>>> Lack of collective action
for problem solving
>>> Lack of strategic
planning and implementation
of existing plans
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Who are key
audiences?

>>> The existing and
future employees and the
employers in the area
>>> Developers
>>> Landowners
>>> Existing and potential
future residents
>>> Visitors

What is the
entry point
to engaging
the audience?

What steps
are needed to
bring about
change?

Measurable effects
of the strategies
employed?

Wider benefits
of the
strategies
employed?

>>> Employers: productivity

>>> Awareness

and opportunity cost of
time, human capital retention

>>> Increased sense of community of formal
and informal groups

>>> Increased well-being and
safety of citizens

>>> Involve stakeholders
>>> More fluent traffic and reduced use of
cars

>>> More cohesive urbanity

>>> Employees: worklife balance, well being,
productivity
>>> Developers: land value,
return on investment
>>> Landowners: land value,
return on investment
>>> Existing and potential
future residents:
attractiveness and amenities,
quality of life
>>> Visitors: accessibility,
attractiveness, meeting
places

+

>>> Community building

>>> Strengthened identity
>>> Generation of ideas and
initiatives - present the
option

>>> Separated traffic lanes for hard and
soft mobility
>>> Reduced commuting time

>>> Mobilise peers and
collect input from others
>>> Branding and local
identity

>>> Increased use of bicycles

What is the long
term change which
can be seen as a
goal?

>>> Make Pipera
and Dimitrie Pompeiu
liveable and
friendly areas for
working and living.

>>> Increased time spent outdoors
>>> Improved health

>>> Pilot, test and improve
Scaling and replication

>>> Increase of number of events in the area

>>> Strategy building

>>> Improved air quality

>>> Long term planning and
implementation

>>> Improved quality and quantity of green
spaces
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stakeholders
>>> Developers
>>> Renters

High power, low regulator

High power, high interest

>>> Bucharest City Hall
>>> Sector 2 City Hall
>>> Sector 1 City Hall
>>> Voluntari City Hall

>>> Developers

>>> RATB - Regia Autonomă de Transport Bucuresti
>>> Metrorex
>>> CFR - Caile Ferate Române

>>> Employees
>>> Bucharest City Hall
>>> Sector 2 City Hall
>>> Sector 1 City Hall
>>> Voluntari City Hall

Low interest, low power

+

High interest, low power

>>> Visitors to the area

>>> Companies renting office space in the area
>>> Employees
>>> guerrilla
>>> local community

>>> RATB - Regia Autonomă de Transport
București
>>> Metrorex
>>> CFR - Căile Ferate Române
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starting point

scenario

As a combined result of the different approaches and
scenarios thought out in the workshop, Kaleidoscope
worked out a series of collages illustrating one
possible chain of incremental change. This following
scenario is linked to the power of renewal which is
embedded in fixing the missing links in the area.
What if the short term action was only to remove
obstacles and fences along the way, and paint a
bicycle lane network connecting Pipera and Dimitrie
Pompeiu district internally? Even in a guerrilla
manner, in order to raise awareness around the
conditions of public space? Could a stunt have
the power to change people’s mindset and their
behaviour? This immediate action could potentially
function as a kick-starter for a long term vision
where a welcoming public space with focus on the
pedestrians and soft mobility rises as a new typology.
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guerrila action
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long term vision
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conclusion
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moving forward
The emerging business areas in the North of
Bucharest have been growing fast and the local
authorities have not proven the capacity to support
this trend by putting in place adequate access to
utilities or through master planning and long term
envisioning. The administrative complexity of the
city of Bucharest and its metropolitan area have also
had detrimental effects in taking advantage of the
private sector’s locational decisions and their benefits
for the city. We have seen in our interviews and field
research that governance boundaries translate into
physical boundaries which come at great cost for the
companies and employees who are key drivers for
the city’s economic growth.

The solutions conceived as a part of this process
point out that there are many key advantages
which the area benefits from: modern architecture,
existing facilities, options available for increasing
accessibility, the employees’ pride about working
in the upcoming “business district”. The nature of
planning means that solutions cannot be delivered
immediately, but they can be kickstarted through
small, but precise steps.
We argue that these steps can be taken today
and that this process can start with a greater
awareness and by fostering a culture of collective
efforts within companies and employees.

However, we found there is potential to surpass
existing challenges, if there is a clear understanding
of the existing problems and opportunities, as well
as an imagination of alternative scenarios. This
workbook has helped map and navigate some of
these challenges, many of which are generally known
but not clearly articulated in a coherent manner. It
has also aimed at stimulating the imagination about
possible alternatives and step by step approaches,
which depend on collective efforts rather than on
large investments.
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about us

Irina Paraschivoiu

Anamarie Vrabie

Urban INC

Urban INC

Miia-Liina Tommila

kaleidoscope

kaleidoscope

Urban INC

Kaleidoscope

Urban INC stands for Urban Insights Centre and is born out of our experience
in developing instruments for urban change in Romania and Central and Eastern
European countries, at large. Urban INC works towards formulating meaningful
insights on urban dynamics in Romania, bringing together stakeholders and
citizens to experiment, learn and scale new solutions.

Kaleidoscope is a Norwegian-Finnish architecture office creating architecture with a
local presence and a Nordic resonance. Their projects vary in scales, spanning from
urban planning to experimental installations. The architects combine international
experience to design thinking without borders and aim to bring new perspectives
into everything they pursue. The office is a member of the award winning Finnish
Uusi Kaupunki collective, specialising in participatory urban planning processes.

www.urbaninc.ro
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Silje Klepsvik

www.kaleidoscopenordic.com
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thank you
Thank you to the companies and employees
interviewed and who supported us throughout this
workshop.
Thank you to our workshop guests who contributed
their know-how and experience:
Iulian Canov, Wolfhouse Productions
Diana Capotă, Arvato
Maria Duda, BAZA
Marina Neagu, Make Better
Ioana Popescu, ZEST Collective
Mihai Șercăianu, Make Better
Alexandra Ștef, Hey Mărie
Ana-Maria Țoni, Make Better
Lucian Zăgan, UAUIM
Cristina Zlota, Wolfhouse Productions
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This workbook was designed as a part of the project
Urban Insights: Building partnership for usercentred design, financed through the NGO Fund
in Romania via EEA Grants and managed by the
Foundation for Civil Society Development.
The content of this material does not necessarily
reflect the official position of the EEA Grants 20092014.

www.eeagrants.ro
www.fondong.fdsc.ro
www.fdsc.ro
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